Title: REMOVABLE CABLE INLET

ABSTRACT: The present invention relates to a removable cable inlet comprising a chimney for leading wire beams and an interface region for mounting the cable inlet onto or into a mating interface region of a housing body using a form fitted connection. Further, the present invention relates to an enclosure assembly comprising a housing body and at least one removable cable inlet. The present invention provide an improved removable cable inlet which comprises the interface region of the chimney comprising a rotation prevention means for preventing a rotation of the chimney with respect to the housing body in the mounted state in order to protect better the interior surface region of the housing body by preserving the mating interface region from local destruction of plating while keeping the chimney interface unchanged.

Fig. 5
Removable cable inlet

The present invention relates to a removable cable inlet comprising a chimney for leading wire beams and an interface region, and an enclosure assembly comprising the same.

Enclosure assemblies are commonly used for surrounding electrical components, such as electrical lines, terminals attached thereto and electronic devices, e.g. filters, in order to protect them against detrimental environmental influences, such as shock, dirt and moisture. Especially the aerospace industry demands high standards in providing said protection. Therefore, electrical connectors have enclosure assemblies comprising housing bodies providing an interior space and cable inlets for leading wire beams in such housing bodies for accommodating the electrical component.

The cable inlets comprising chimneys and different accessories are known from the prior art. They are commonly mounted onto or into housing bodies to form enclosure assemblies via mating interface regions.

Fig. 1 shows an enclosure assembly 1, known from the prior art, comprising a housing body 3, which has an interior surface 5 covered by a conductive plating, e.g. nickel, and one or more openings 7 on at least one of its sides, for receiving one or more removable cable inlets 2. The housing body 3 can be closed with a cover which is not shown in figure 1 and which also has a conductive plating, which is not shown in fig. 1. The cable inlet 2 comprises a chimney 9 for leading wire beams (not shown) into the housing body 3. The chimney 9 comprises on its one extremity an interface region 11 for mounting the cable inlet 2 onto or into a mating interface region 13 defining the openings 7 of the housing body 3. The interface region 11 of the chimney 9 comprises connection collars 15, 17 permitting to fix the chimney 9 to the housing body 3 by a form-fitted connection. The chimney 9 is typically made of a metallic material, e.g. stainless steel or aluminum. A metallic resilient means 19 for ensuring an electric connection between the housing body 3 and the chimney 9 is furthermore provided in a groove 21 provided in the
interface region 11. A tie-wrap receiving section 23 is provided on the opposing extremity of the chimney 9.

It has, however, been observed that the plating on the internal surface of the housing body was worn off close to the interface mating region 13. Thus there is a risk that an interruption of the electric continuity between the chimney 9 and the housing body 3 could occur.

In view of the observed problem, it is an object of the present invention to provide an improved removable cable inlet which better protects the interior surface region of the housing body against wear.

This object is achieved by a removable cable inlet according to claim 1 of the present invention. The removable cable inlet comprises a chimney for leading wire beams with an interface region for mounting the cable inlet onto or into a mating interface region of a housing body using a form fitted connection, characterized in that the interface region of the chimney comprises a rotation prevention means for preventing a rotation of the chimney with respect to the housing body in the mounted state.

With the rotation prevention means, frictional forces that can occur by a relative movement in particular a rotation, between the chimney and the housing can be reduced. Thus, the rotation prevention means better protects the plating in the mating interface region of the housing body and therefore the electric continuity between the chimney and the housing can be maintained. At the same time no structural changes have to be made to the housing body.

It can be preferred, according to any embodiments above and below, that the interface region of the chimney comprises a portion with a rotational symmetry, in particular a cylindrical portion. The cylindrical portion of the interface region of the chimney allows a better and easier assembly when fixing the cable inlet onto or into the housing body.

It can be further preferred, according to any embodiments above and below, that the rotation prevention means of the interface region has a non-circular shape in the plane (yOz) perpendicular to the rotation axis (Ox). The non-circular rotation prevention means
with a non-circular shape in the plane (yOz) reduces the risk of plating degradation without having to change the geometry of the housing body, and more particularly on the mating interface region of the housing body.

It can be further preferred, according to any embodiments above and below, that the non-circular rotation prevention means has a two or three or four or five or six fold symmetry. Thus the cable inlet can be fixed to the housing body in a plurality of arrangements.

It can be further preferred, according to any embodiments above and below, that the non-circular rotation prevention means comprises protruding portions in the plane (yOz) perpendicular to the rotation axis (Ox). It can be further preferred, according to any embodiments above and below, that the protruding portions are outwardly directed in the plane (yOz) perpendicular to the rotation axis (Ox). By adding protruding portions the rotation of the chimney with respect to the housing body can be prevented without a major change in the design of the interface region.

It is further preferred, according to any embodiments above and below, that the non-circular rotation prevention means can comprise circular elements arranged in a ring shaped manner with at least two, preferably four, protrusions arranged equidistantly from each other. Thus the cable inlet can be fixed to the housing body in a plurality of different arrangements.

It can be further preferred, according to any embodiments above and below, that the removable cable inlet further comprises a resilient means, in particular a spring for preventing movements of the cable inlet along the rotation axis when mounted. The resilient means, which is used to ensure the electric connection between the cable inlet and the housing, can no longer rotate with respect to the housing as the rotation is blocked by the rotation prevention means. Thereby, the reliability of the device can be further improved.

It can be further preferred, according to any embodiments above and below, that the protruding region has some rounded or bevel shaped edges in the plane (yOz)
perpendicular to the rotation axis (Ox) and in the plane (xOz). Rounded edges help in further reducing the risk of damaging the plating, e.g. during assembly.

According to a preferred embodiment, the removable cable inlet can comprise a tie wrap receiving portion wherein the non-circular rotation prevention means and the tie wrap receiving portion are configured and arranged such that they have a predetermined position with respect to each other and in particular in the mounted state of the removable cable inlet in the housing body the tie wrap receiving portion is essentially parallel to one of the housing body's surfaces. This facilitates the work of technicians or engineers when realizing the cabling.

According to a preferred embodiment, the removable cable inlet can comprise a non-circular rotation prevention means with rotation preventing elements with rectilinear edges in the plane perpendicular to the rotation axis. When mount into a housing body the rectilinear edges can prevent the rotation of a neighbouring cable inlet when positioned on the rotation trajectory of the neighbouring cable inlet and thereby protect the surface properties of the housing body.

Further, the present invention relates to an enclosure assembly according to claim 12 comprising a housing body and at least one removable cable inlet according to any one of the embodiments cited above with the interface region being mounted onto or into the mating interface region for leading wire beams from outside the housing into the interior space of the housing body.

It can be further preferred, according to any embodiments above and below, that the non-circular rotation prevention means of the removable cable inlet can be placed inside the housing body and/or at the extremity of the interface region outside the housing body. Placing the non-circular rotation prevention means inside has the advantage that the outside shape of the assembly does not change; positioning it outside has the advantage that the internally available volume does not change. Having rotation prevention means both inside and outside further improves the longevity of the device.

It can be further preferred, according to any embodiments above and below, that the mating interface region of the housing body comprises a circular segment that extends
essentially over the same angular region as the circular element of the non-circular rotation prevention means. Thereby, the protrusions at the extremities of the circular segment of the chimney can inhibit a relative movement.

According to a preferred embodiment, the enclosure assembly can comprise at least two removable cable inlets mounted onto or into two adjacent mating interface regions characterized in that the non-circular rotation prevention means of the adjacent removable cable inlets are configured and arranged such that the non-circular rotation prevention means of the one cable inlet is placed at least partially on the rotation trajectory of the non-circular rotation prevention means of the other cable inlet. Thus the rotation prevention and thereby the protection of the plating of the housing body is assured by the two non-circular rotation prevention means which are positioned on the rotation trajectory around the rotation axis of the cable inlet of the other cable inlet and therefore independent of the design of the housing body.

The invention will be described in more details by way of example hereinafter using advantageous embodiments and with reference to accompanying drawings. The described embodiments are only possible for configurations in which individual features may be implemented independently of each other or may be omitted. Equal elements illustrated in the drawings are provided with equal reference signs.

Fig. 1 is a schematic cross-sectional view of a cable inlet mounted in a housing body disclosed in the prior art;

Fig. 2 is a schematic perspective view of a cable inlet according to a first embodiment of the present invention exhibiting different plans of the cable inlet;

Fig. 3 is a schematic cross-sectional view of the non-circular rotation prevention means according to some embodiments of the present invention;

Fig. 4 is a view of details of the interface region of a cable inlet according to some embodiments of the present invention;
Fig. 5 is a schematic perspective view of a removable cable inlet mounted onto a housing body according to a second embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 6 is a schematic perspective view of a removable cable inlet mounted onto a housing body according to third embodiment of the present invention;

A removable cable inlet 25 according to a first embodiment of the invention is described in the following with reference to schematic perspective view of Fig. 2. Elements with reference numerals already used in Figure 1 will not be described in detail again, but reference is made to their description above. A longitudinal direction x, a transversal direction y and a height direction z is assigned to the cable inlet 25, in order to fully understand the present invention. The longitudinal direction x, the transversal direction y and the height direction z are extending perpendicular with respect to each other such that they may be regarded as a Cartesian coordinate system.

The removable cable inlet 25 according to the first embodiment comprises a chimney 9, and an interface region 27 on one extremity of the chimney 9.

The chimney 9 in this embodiment has a cylindrical shape and can be made out of a conductor, e.g. a metal like aluminum or an alloy like stainless steal. Moreover, the chimney 9 comprises at its second extremity a tie wrap receiving portion 23 such that a wire beam can be attached to the chimney 9 using a tie wrap as known in the art. The tie wrap receiving portion 23 is in the extension of the chimney 9.

The interface region 27 comprises first and second connection collars 15, 17 and between the two collars a groove 21 with a resilient means 19. The resilient means 19 in this embodiment is a metallic spring, in particular made of nickel.

The interface region 27 furthermore comprises a non-circular rotation prevention means 31, which in this embodiment is arranged on the first connection collar 15 and comprises a plurality of protrusions 33.

Figure 3 shows a schematic view of the non-circular rotation prevention means 31 and the connection collars 15 and 17 along the axis (Ox) of Figure 2. The rotation prevention
means 31 of the interface region 27 is essentially arranged in the plane (yOz) thus perpendicular to the axis (Ox) corresponding to the rotational symmetry axis of the chimney 9. As can be seen in the Figure 3, the four protrusions 33a, 33b, 33c, 33d are arranged such that they point outwardly. A circular or ring shaped segment 35a, 35b, 35c, 35d is arranged between two adjacent protrusions 33a, 33b, 33c, 33d. They actually are part of the connection collar 15 of the prior art. In this embodiment, each segment 35a, 35b, 35c, 35d has the same size, i.e. covers the same angular range. Thus the non circular rotation prevention means 31 of this embodiment has a four fold symmetry when looking along axis (Ox).

According to variants, the non-circular prevention means 31 may have a two, three, five, six or more fold symmetry with at least two protruding portions 33 in the plane (yOz) of the non-circular prevention rotation means 31.

Fig. 4 exhibits a view of the details of the protrusions of the interface region 27 of a cable inlet 25 as shown in Fig. 2 according to the first embodiment of the present invention. The protrusions 33a, 33b, 33c and 33d of the non-circular rotation prevention means 31 have rounded edges 45, 47 both in the plane (yOz) perpendicular to the rotation axis (Ox) and in the plane (xOz). According to a variant the edges could also be beveled.

In this embodiment, the non-circular rotation prevention means 31 is positioned at the first connection collar 15 at the utmost extremity of the interface region 27. According to further variants of this embodiment, the non-circular rotation prevention means could be positioned at the second connection collar 17 or even at both the first and second connection collar 15 and 17.

Like it will be described in the following in relation to Figure 5, the non-circular rotation prevention means 31 of the first embodiment and its further variants is advantageously used in connector assemblies for preventing the rotation of the removable cable inlet 25 with respect to a housing body 3 to protect the plating on the interior surface 5 of the housing body 3.
Fig. 5 illustrates schematically a part of an enclosure assembly 51 according to a second embodiment of the present invention. The enclosure assembly 51 comprises a housing body 3 with one or more openings 7 each having a mating interface region 13 configured to host one cable inlet 25 according to the first embodiment of the invention or one of its variants. The housing body 3 is still open but can be closed with a cover also having a mating interface region to completely enclose the interface region 27 of the cable inlet 25. The housing body 3 is positioned in a Cartesian coordinate system xyz such that its sidewalls comprising bottom and top side walls are aligned with the planes (xOy), (yOz) and (xOz). Elements having reference numerals already used in the description of the prior art or the first embodiment will not be described in detail but reference is made to their description above.

In Figure 5, two mating interface regions 13 are visible and one removable cable inlet 25 is mounted with its interface region 27 into one of the two mating interface regions 13. The first and second connection collars 15 are 17 together with the resilient means 19 are positioned such that they are sandwiching the side wall of the housing body 3 such that a form fitted connection is achieved between the housing body 3 and the cable inlet 25 in the direction (Ox) as defined in Figure 2. At the same time due to the resilient means 19, the electrical connection between the housing body 3 and the cable inlet 25 is assured.

In this variant of the cable inlet 25, the non-circular rotation prevention means 31 with its protrusions 33 is positioned inside the housing body 3 in the mounted state. According to the variants described above, such protrusions could instead or in addition be positioned outside the housing body 3, e.g. at the second connection collar 17.

The ring segment 35d of the non-circular rotation prevention means 31 is positioned in a mating circular segment 53 on the bottom surface 55 of the housing body 3 which is essentially flat on both sides of the mating circular segment 53. As can be seen, both segments 35d and 53 cover the same angular range such that the protrusions 33d and 33c come to rest on the flat part of the bottom surface 55 of the housing body 3.

As a consequence rotational movements around axis (Ox) of the cable inlet 25 (see Figure 2) can effectively reduced as the rotational symmetry of the prior art cable inlet is
broken. As a consequence frictional forces which occurred in the prior art assembly due to rotational movements between the cable inlet and the housing bodies can be suppressed at least to a great extent. In particular, the resilient means 19 can no longer damage the plating. As a consequence, the lifetime of the enclosure assembly 51 is superior to the one of the prior art.

As the cover of the housing body has a similar mating interface region, the same effect can be observed at the interface between cover and cable inlet 25.

Figure 5 furthermore illustrates that the tie-wrap receiving portion 23 is arranged such that in the mounted state of the cable inlet 25, the receiving portion 23 is in a predetermined position, here aligned with plane (xOz). The cable inlet 25 could also be mounted in a different manner into the housing body, namely by turning it by 90°, 180° or 270° around (Ox). Thus four different predetermined positions for the tie-wrap receiving portion are available for this embodiment. General speaking the tie wrap receiving portion 23 can be aligned with the bottom surface 55, the top surface (not shown) or the sidewalls of the housing body 3. In case of more or less protrusions 33 on the non-circular rotation prevention means more predetermined positions would be available.

Fig. 6 presents a three dimensional partial view of an enclosure assembly 61 according to a third embodiment of the present invention. Elements having reference numerals already used in the description of the prior art or the first embodiment will not be described in detail but reference is made to their description above.

The enclosure assembly 61 comprises a housing body 3, at least two removable cable inlets 63, 65 and a cover 77 to close the housing body 3 and to fix the cable inlets 63 and 65.

The removable cable inlets 63 and 65 according to the third embodiment comprise the cylindrical chimney 9 like in the first and second embodiment but different non-circular rotation prevention means 67 and 71. In this embodiment the non-circular rotation prevention means 67 and 71 are positioned outside the housing body 3 but could also be inside the housing body instead or in addition.
In the third embodiment, the prevention of the rotation of the cable inlet 63 and 65 with respect to the housing body 3 and/or the cover 77 is prevented by placing first rotation preventing elements 69a or 69b or 69c or 69d of the first non-circular rotation prevention means 67 of the first cable inlet 63 onto the rotation trajectory 75 (in dotted lines) of the second non-circular rotation prevention means 71 around its rotation axis and vice versa by placing second rotation preventing elements 73a or 73b or 73c or 73d of the second non-circular rotation prevention means 71 of the second cable inlet 65 onto the rotation trajectory 75 of the first non-circular rotation prevention means 71 around its rotation axis.

The rotation preventing elements 69a-d and 73a-d in this embodiment are formed as rectilinear edges on the connection collar of the interface regions in the planes perpendicular to the rotation axis (Ox) of the cable inlets 63 and 65, which, in the mounted state of the cable inlets 63 and 65, lay next to each other to prevent the rotation. Other shapes of the neighbouring edges are suitable to have the same effect.

Unlike in the first and second embodiment the rotation is not prevented by an interaction between the cable inlet 25 and the housing body 3 but by the shapes of the two neighbouring cable inlets 63 and 65 and thus independent of the design of the housing.

The features of the various embodiments and their variants can be combined to form further embodiments according to the invention and suitable to protect the surface properties, in particular the plating, of the housing.
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Claims

1. A removable cable inlet comprising a chimney (9) for leading wire beams with an interface region (11) for mounting the cable inlet onto or into a mating interface region (13) of a housing body (3) using a form fitted connection (3), characterized in that the interface region (11) of the chimney (9) comprises a rotation prevention means (31) for preventing a rotation of the chimney (9) with respect to the housing body (3) in the mounted state.

2. The removable cable inlet according to claim 1, characterized in that the mating interface region (13) of the chimney (9) comprises a portion with a rotational symmetry, in particular a cylindrical portion.

3. The removable cable inlet according to claim 1 or 2, characterized in that the rotation prevention means (31) of the interface region has a non-circular shape in the plane (yOz) perpendicular to the rotation axis (Ox).

4. The removable cable inlet according to claim 3, characterized in that the non-circular rotation prevention means (31) has a two or three or four or five or six fold symmetry.

5. The removable cable inlet according to claims 3 or 4, characterized in that the non-circular rotation prevention means (31) comprises protruding portions in the plane (yOz) perpendicular to the rotation axis (Ox).

6. The removable cable inlet according to claim 5, characterized in that the protruding portions (33) are outwardly directed in the plane (yOz) perpendicular to the rotation axis (Ox).

7. The removable cable inlet according to claim 5 or 6, characterized in that the non-circular rotation prevention means (31) comprises circular elements (15)
arranged in a ring shaped manner with at least two protrusions (33), in particular four, arranged equidistantly from each other.

8. The removable cable inlet according to any of claims 1 to 7, characterized in further comprising a resilient means (19), in particular a spring.

9. The removable cable inlet according to any of claims 5 to 8, characterized in that the protruding portion (11) has rounded or bevel shaped edges in the plane (yOz) and perpendicular to it.

10. The removable cable inlet according to one of claims 1 to 9 further comprising a tie wrap receiving portion (23) characterized in that the non-circular rotation prevention means (31) and the tie wrap receiving portion (23) are configured and arranged such that they have a predetermined position with respect to each other and in particular in the mounted state of the removable cable inlet in the housing body (3) the tie wrap receiving portion is essentially parallel to one of the housing body's surfaces.

11. The removable cable inlet according to one of claims 1 to 10 characterized in that the non-circular rotation prevention means (67) comprises rotation preventing elements (69a, 69b, 69c, 69d) with rectilinear edges in the plane perpendicular to the rotation axis (Ox).

12. An enclosure assembly comprising a housing body (3) and at least one removable cable inlet (25) according to any one of claims 1 to 11 with the interface region (11) of the cable inlet (25) being mounted onto or into the mating interface region (13) of the housing for leading wire beams from outside the housing into the interior space of the housing body (3).

13. The enclosure assembly according to claim 12, characterized in that the non-circular rotation prevention means (31) of the removable cable inlet (25) is positioned inside the housing body (3) and/or at the extremity of the interface region outside the housing body (3).
14. The enclosure assembly according to claims 12 or 13, characterized in that the mating interface region (13) of the housing body (3) has a circular segment (53) that extends essentially over the same angular region as the circular element of the non-circular rotation prevention means (31).

15. An enclosure assembly according to one of claims 12 to 14 with at least two removable cable inlets (63, 65) mount onto or into two adjacent mating interface regions (13) characterized in that the non-circular rotation prevention means (67, 71) of the adjacent removable cable inlets (63, 65) are configured and arranged such that the non-circular rotation prevention means (67) of the one cable inlet (63) is placed at least partially on the rotation trajectory (75) of the non-circular rotation prevention means (71) of the other cable inlet (65).
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